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Electrifyingly fun to drive: the Audi e-tron
 World premiere of the first all-electric series production model from the brand
 Ample space and a long range provide a high level of everyday usability
 Virtual exterior mirrors as high-end option – premiere in a series production
automobile
Ingolstadt/San Francisco, September 18, 2018 – The Audi e-tron is the first fully electrically
powered series production model from the brand with the four rings. The company will
present its sporty full-size SUV – which is suitable for everyday use – to the world for the
first time in San Francisco.
Standing still or on the move, the Audi e-tron is electrifying. Its expressive sill area, the electric
tailboard and the light gray Singleframe are indicators of the high-voltage technology that
makes for a special driving experience. The electric SUV is powered by two powerful electric
motors that are locally CO2-neutral and virtually silent. A new generation of the quattro drive,
the electric all-wheel drive, ensures excellent traction and dynamics. It ensures the continuous
and variable regulation of the ideal distribution of drive torques between the two axles – within
a fraction of a second.
A key factor for the sporty character and outstanding transverse dynamics is the low and
central position at which the battery system is installed. It gives the vehicle a range that is
suitable for driving long distances. During far more than 90 percent of all decelerations, the
Audi e-tron recovers energy solely via its electric motors. The electric SUV taps its maximum
recuperation potential in combination with the integrated electrohydraulic brake control
system. Audi is the world’s first carmaker to use such a system in an electrically powered series
production vehicle. The cleverly designed aerodynamics also contribute significantly to its
efficiency. One highlight of this concept are the optional virtual exterior mirrors – a worldwide
first in a series production model. Not only do they reduce aerodynamic drag, they also take
digitalization in the vehicle to a whole new level.
The Audi e-tron offers the spaciousness and comfort of one of the brand’s typical full-size
models. Paired with high-quality materials and fine workmanship, it makes electric mobility
a premium experience. This is also ensured by the comprehensive and reliable range of
charging options with intelligent solutions for at home and on the go.
The equipment, data and prices specified in this document refer to the model range offered in Germany.
Subject to change without notice; errors and omissions excepted.
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From navigation with the e-tron route planner, which displays the appropriate route with the
required charging points, automated billing at the charging station and all the way to remote
control via smartphone – the Audi e-tron is extremely well connected. It is equipped with the
high-end media center MMI navigation plus including LTE Advanced and a Wi-Fi hotspot as
standard. Numerous assist systems further relieve the driver. For example, the standard
efficiency assist promotes an economic driving style by displaying predictive information and
performing automatic recuperation. If the customer selects the adaptive cruise assist, the
system can also brake and accelerate the electric SUV predictively.
The Audi e-tron is being built in the CO2-neutral plant in Brussels and will be arriving in European
dealerships in early 2019. The starting price of the electric SUV in Germany is 79,900 euros.

Further information on the Audi e-tron is available at www.e-tron.audi.
– End –

Further information on official fuel consumption figures and the official specific CO 2 emissions
of new passenger cars can be found in the “Guide on the fuel economy, CO 2 emissions and power
consumption of all new passenger car models,” which is available free of charge at all sales
dealerships and from DAT Deutsche Automobil Treuhand GmbH, Hellmuth-Hirth-Str. 1, 73760
Ostfildern-Scharnhausen, Germany (www.dat.de).

The Audi Group, with its brands Audi, Ducati and Lamborghini, is one of the most successful manufacturers
of automobiles and motorcycles in the premium segment. It is present in more than 100 markets worldwide
and produces at 16 locations in twelve countries. 100 percent subsidiaries of AUDI AG include Audi Sport
GmbH (Neckarsulm), Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A. (Sant’Agata Bolognese, Italy) and Ducati Motor Holding
S.p.A. (Bologna, Italy).
In 2017, the Audi Group delivered to customers about 1.878 million automobiles of the Audi brand,
3,815 sports cars of the Lamborghini brand and 55,900 motorcycles of the Ducati brand. In the 2017 fiscal
year, AUDI AG achieved total revenue of €60.1 billion and an operating profit of €5.1 billion. At present,
approximately 90,000 people work for the company all over the world, more than 60,000 of them in
Germany. Audi focuses on sustainable products and technologies for the future of mobility.
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